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Overview

CamController Supports
scene becomes active, it
cameras and or presets.
a simple web request to

reverse OBS integration so that when a
can trigger CamController to change
This integration is done by OBS making
CamController.

The reverse integration works by adding the OBS Browser Source. The browser
source will then call an small embedded server in CamController to request
that CamController switch a camera to a specified preset. This will work with
any type of PTZ camera that CamController supports, regardless of brand or
control method.
When scenes are selected the Browser Source will be triggered. If you have a
complex scene with multiple cameras and shots, you can multiple Browser
Source requests for each camera/preset change to be made.

Guide
Setting up Scenes & Sources
Select the Scene you would like
to add the switch camera/preset
command to.
In the scene sources, add in a
browser source by clicking the "+"
icon in the source area and then
select the "Browser" option.
In the "Create/Select Source"
dialog that opens select the
"Create new" option and give the
source an appropriate name,
then click the "OK" button.
Set the URL to be the proper
address (find the source URLs
below)
e.g. "http://localhost:3000/switchcamera/1/preset/1"
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Setting up Scenes & Sources
(Continued)
Set the Height and Width
both to be 1 as the source
doesn't need to be visible
to users.
Un-Check the box for
"Shutdown source when not
visible" to save resources.
Check the box for "Refresh
browser when scene
becomes active", this will
tell CamController to rerequest the specified
Camera/Preset each time.
Click the "OK" button.
Repeat for each scene that
you would to have the
camera automatically
reposition when made active.
Building WebRequests:
CamController includes a built-in mini web server, this is how OBS can "talk
back" to CamController. Below is a list of simple options for changing the
active camera in CamController, or recalling a preset. In the commands
below you will change the item in brackets to the number you want e.g.
{preset index} will become 2 to specify the second preset. Note: Presets start
at #1, Cameras start at #0, so a camera index of 1 is actually the second
camera in CamController listed from left to right.
Standard Command: This command will tell CamController to change the
active camera, and to recall a specific preset
http://localhost:3000/switchcamera/{camera index}/preset/{preset index}
Camera Only Command: This command will tell the CamController to change
the active camera.
http://localhost:3000/switchcamera/{camera index}
Preset Only Command: This command will tell the active camera in
CamController to recall the specified preset.
http://localhost:3000/switchpreset/{preset index}
Examples:
http://localhost:3000/switchcamera/0/preset/1
http://localhost:3000/switchcamera/0/preset/2
http://localhost:3000/switchcamera/1/preset/1
http://localhost:3000/switchcamera/2/preset/3

(First camera, Preset 1)
(First Camera, Preset 2)
(Second Camera, Preset 1)
(Third Camera, Preset 3)

Note: CamController supports up to 8 presets through the interface and game
controller options, By using this reverse integration method, you can access
additional presets beyond 1-8. This could be useful if you want to allow
operators to modify presets 1-8, but keep a "Master" set of presets that
start at preset 9. Presets higher than what CamController can set need to
be assigned through the camera's interface directly, please refer to the
camera manufacturer's guides for more information.
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